We are happy to announce an update available for all customers that have the original UMI (A2048705996) installed in their vehicle. This update will provide updated navigation map data along with the same improved performance and functionality as the latest Nav + 4 systems. However, the update will not provide any added benefits to the current Nav + 4 systems (A2018707096). The update is available via a USB drive and is installed via the USB cable in the glove compartment. The update takes approximately 60-90 minutes to install and has an MSRP of $199. It’s important to note that there is also copyright protection on the USB drives and the update will only work with one unique vehicle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>MSRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A204 870 7696</td>
<td>Nav + 4 Software Upgrade</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Improved Performance/Functionality:

- Updated navigation map data (Alaska, Hawaii & Puerto Rico now included)
- Significantly quicker route calculation (approx. 5x faster)
- Quicker destination entry (approx. 5x faster)
- Quicker in-and-out zooming (approx. 5x faster)
- Day/Night changeover in real time
- Reality View Pro (Display of the sign posting on freeway connection points)
- Traffic Lane Assistant Pro (Display of road splitting)
- Enter destination via map
- Zoom in or out with scale display
- And more...
For those that are not familiar with Nav + 4, below you will find some information that we have provided in the past about the product. As an overview, Nav + 4 is a multifunctional navigation and entertainment center available as an upgrade for the Standard Audio System for MY08 – MY10 C-Class and MY10 GLK-Class vehicles. Together Nav + 4’s map navigation and in-vehicle music integration allow the customer to keep their finger on the pulse of what drives them. All accessed simply and conveniently through integrated steering wheel controls or on the center console. Nav + 4 also provides **FREE Lifetime Real-Time Traffic assistance** with automatic rerouting to help you avoid delays and frustrations on the road.

Some of the features of Nav + 4 include:

- **Map navigation**: cutting-edge 3D map navigation. The map is shown on the Audio 20 CD’s 5-inch display and the route directions are voice output in one of 19 possible languages. The directions are also indicated by arrow symbols and distance readings in the instrument cluster. Helpful additional information such as the TMC function (Traffic Message Channel), which warns of congestion and automatically calculates alternative routes, make driving a much more relaxed experience. **FREE Real-Time Traffic is included in every Nav + 4 system; no subscription required and no monthly fees.**

- **iPod/iPhone® interface**: the iPod®/iPhone® can be operated conveniently using the on-board control elements. All music functions can be operated using the controller in the center console. Details such as the play mode, artist or track title are displayed on the instrument cluster and the head unit display.

- **USB interface**: the USB interface allows the customer to play back MP3 files saved on a USB stick or USB-based MP3 player.

- **AUX interface**: the AUX-IN socket caters to fans of the cassette walkman and other devices. Devices can be connected to this AUX interface via a 3.5 stereo jack (e.g. headphone jack of standard commercial players).

- **Wireless music transfer via Bluetooth® audio streaming (A2DP)**: Nav + 4 also allows the wireless transfer of music from the MP3 memory to the Audio 20 CD via audio streaming (Advanced Audio Distribution Profile).

- **Power supply in glove compartment**: whenever a device (iPod®, iPhone®, MP3 player) is plugged in, the device’s battery is automatically charged by the on-board power supply once the ignition is turned on. It also supports charging of USB charging (iPhone 3G, iPod nano, etc.)

If you have any questions or comments, please use the “Contact Us” form on the Dealer Accessories Website via NetStar → Parts Menu → Parts Links → Accessories.